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CONTROLLED REALITY AND THE FICTION OF 

FREEDOM: SYNERGY ALGORITHMS 

Taron Simonyan
1
 

INTRODUCTION 

The present research is a try to bring to the light the current 

transformations in socio-legal dynamics and freedom perception of 

societies that are at the edge of accelerating developments. The 

structure of the research is also innovative, as a new way of 

presentation of ideas has been developed. 

At first, two parallel realities have been discussed: social reality 

and personal reality.  

Each of the realities has been presented with its slogan/moto, 

synergy algorithms that define interconnected dynamics within each 

reality, and the final result of such dynamics. 

In the second part of the research, the meeting of these parallel 

realities has been presented with its possible two options of 

bifurcation. For each option a separate rule, slogan/moto, and result 

have been defined. 

In the end, the author brings to readers’ attention to a paradox of 

the current socio-legal changes and freedom perception. That is – a 

current pattern of development in Human Rights and Fundamental 

Freedoms, as well as Open/Information Societies, lead to the 

opposite choice of denying them in favor of the social order and 

security.  

This denial is expressed in two options: primary denial and 

hidden denial. If the primary denial is clear, in the hidden one, human 

rights/freedoms, as well as open/information societies become a 

fiction of the controlled reality. 
 

                                                           
1 Candidate of Legal Sciences, Associate Professor of the Chair of Theory and 

History of State and Law of the Yerevan State University. e-mail: 

taron.simonyan@ysu.am, taron.simonyan@ell.am 
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A. PARALLEL REALITIES  

 

I. SOCIAL REALITY  

Moto:  

a. Development in the current western civilizational paradigm 

is possible in information and open society.  

b. The world is becoming smaller and faster with the 

accelerating synergy of social material and energy/information. 

All scientific researches show, now almost everything in social 

reality changes rapidly. Moreover, all changes happen not in a 

constant manner like changes, which are “having rest,” or changing 

evolutionary and then sometimes grow in a revolution manner. The 

new reality of social change faces acceleration every moment of time. 

This brings to the notion that the border of revolutionary and 

evolutionary changes disappears, or at least our perception of these 

developments creates a feeling of acceleration of change in every part 

of the social realm.  

In other words, no one surprises from the increase ing 

revolutionary pace of social change, and it becomes a norm, rather 

than an exception. 

As it was stipulated once: “the most striking feature of 

contemporary life is the revolutionary pace of social change. Never 

before have things changed so fast for so much of mankind. 

Everything is affected: art, science, religion, morality, education, 

politics, the economy, family life, even the inner aspects of our lives – 

nothing has escaped
1
”.  

Moreover, the law is not an exception, as it must fit the existing 

social changes and try to regulate them effectively. “We live in a time 

of continuous, extensive, some might say hyperactive law reform. 

Law and development is merely a special application of this familiar 

                                                           
1  Lenski, Gerhard E. and Lenski, J. 1974. Human Societies: An introduction to 

Macrosociology, New York: McGraw Hill, p.3.    
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and pervasive notion. It is based on the same assumption, requires 

the same leap of faith, and is subject to the same doubts and 

reservations
1
”.    

This is not socially bad or good. It is just a social reality or our 

perception of what we call as such. For progressive developments of 

societies, in general, it is a positive feature of current societies, 

governed by globalization. For small, traditional societies or 

communities it is a little bit dangerous, because of losing some parts 

of identity in the process of accelerating adaptation to changing 

requirements and features of overall environmental and spiritual 

fluctuations, which they face in the globalization processes. 

By saying globalization, I mean a complex orchestration of 

factors, which ‘place political, economic, social, etc. systems in a 

state of growing interconnectedness
2
’, and can be described, in 

general, as ‘the increasing interconnections amongst things that 

happen in the world
3
’.   

Moreover, the challenge that comes from this is the adaptation 

abilities of personal reality to that of social.   

Not going in deep of every part of the mentioned ideas and 

trying to make inductive inferences of what we call the empiric 

practice of social reality, we can define some provisional patterns. I 

call these patterns – synergy algorithms.      

Moreover, the synergy algorithm of the current social reality is 

the following: 

1. More interconnectivity – more information/energy flow 

2. More information/energy flow – more synergy 

                                                           
1 John Henry Merryman, Comparative Law and Social Change: On the Origins, 

Style, Decline & Revival of the Law and Development Movement, The American 

Journal of Comparative Law, Vol. 25, No. 3 (Summer, 1977), p. 464.  
2 Jean-Bernard Auby, Globalization, Law and the State, Oxford and Portland, 

Oregon, Hart Publishing, 2017, p.1.   
3 David Goldman, Historical Aspects of Globalization and Law, in Catherine 

Dauvergne (ed), Jurisprudence for an Interconnected Globe (Aldershot, Ashgate, 

2003), p.43.  

https://academic.oup.com/ajcl/article/25/3/457/2584644/Comparative-Law-and-Social-Change-On-the-Origins
https://academic.oup.com/ajcl/article/25/3/457/2584644/Comparative-Law-and-Social-Change-On-the-Origins
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3. More synergy – more change-acceleration  

4. More change-acceleration – more unpredictable social 

transformation  

5. More unpredictable social transformation – More social 

uncertainty  
 

Results: MORE INTERCONNECTIVITY – MORE SOCIAL 

UNCERTAINTY  

This means that with every step of interconnectivity increasing 

in the social reality we simply face the increase of social uncertainty.  
 

II. PERSONAL REALITY  

Moto:  

a. One person can do everything. 

b. A self-sufficient individual is the fundament and objective of 

society.    

As the current paradigm requirement (mostly Western) of the 

world is individualism, the life is becoming more individual than 

social / communal. We can see this tendency in parallel with the 

growing importance of human rights and the development of their 

protection mechanisms worldwide.  

Since the French Enlightenment and the French Revolution, the 

human rights protection has been becoming the core feature and new 

essence of the existence of statehoods, as the last one has been 

considered as the mechanism of realization and protection of the 

natural law. By speaking about the Enlightenment here, we consider 

it not as much as a historical period, “but a process of social, 

psychological or spiritual development, unbound to time or place
1
”.    

By the time of Voltaire and the Age of Reason, it had become 

embedded in Western thought. Indeed, the Age of Reason is itself a 

peculiarly progress-permeated notion. Reason was not a modern 

                                                           
1  Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy: https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/ 

enlightenment/   
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invention, but in the ancient and medieval worlds, its principal 

function was to demonstrate the truth of revealed knowledge, to 

justify the state of man and society. What was new about the Age of 

Reason was faith in reason as an agent of progress
1
.  

This notion is very well developed in Kant’s essay on “An 

Answer to the Question: What is Enlightenment?”
2
. 

Moreover, human rights have become one of the general tools 

for the globalization. And these two phenomena are becoming more 

interconnected: one’s acceleration shapes the others speed. The 

evidence can be found almost everywhere, “in the proliferation of 

international legislation, the expansion of increasingly perfected 

international protective measures, the international success of 

‘ideology’ of human rights that underpins the same legislation and 

measures”
3
.     

These processes bring us to the reality that the Human Rights 

Law becomes a very effective tool to promote globalization across 

the world. Why effective? Because, even those states that are not 

good enough in providing effective measure for human rights’ 

protection, speak through the principles of Human Rights Law and 

represent themselves as a good protector of the same human rights. It 

is noteworthy that the most widespread international treaties are 

about human rights: the 1950 European Convention; the 1966 UN 

Pacts on Civil and Political Rights and on Economic and Social 

Rights; the 1969 American Convention on Human Rights; the 1981 

African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights; declarations of 

international organizations, other specific conventions, etc.  

There is a sort of international consensus, as shown by the fact 

that even at least democratic regimes strive to legitimize their actions 

from the viewpoint of guaranteeing human rights, for instance 

                                                           
1  John Henry Merryman, ibid, p. 461. 
2  Immanuel Kant, “An Answer to the Question: What is Enlightenment?”, 1784. 

Available at:  http://www.columbia.edu/acis/ets/CCREAD/etscc/kant.html   
3 Jean-Bernard Auby, ibid, p.55. 
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through the well-known maneuvering that we see within the UN 

Commission on Human Rights or the Human Rights Council
1
. 

When mirroring the human rights developments and current 

globalization into individual psychology and sociology, the picture of 

growing individualism emerges. That is a mean and the result of the 

developments in human rights
2
. 

However, the culture of individualism supposes not only the 

existence of an effective system of human rights’ protection but also 

humankind’s and individual’s “release from its self-incurred 

immaturity
3
”. 

In other words, individualism means that members of a society 

have matured to a level, where they personally can present and 

protect their rights and fundamental freedoms by using the existing 

domestic and international mechanism. At the same time they do not 

depend on the society of their origin very much but to a global 

society. Moreover, if the domestic society tries to violate an 

individual’s human rights, the global society with its mechanism 

comes for help. This help can be expressed as just statements from 

the international community (minimum), judicial decision, and acts 

of other regional or international organizations or as an active act of 

intervention into domestic affairs of a particular state for prevention a 

wild scale violation of human rights (Doctrine of Humanitarian 

Intervention
4
). 

                                                           
1 Jan Klabbers, Anne Peters and Geir Ulfstein, The Constitutionalization of 

International Law, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2009, p. 26. 
2 For more: Thomas Hylland Eriksen, Multiculturalism, Individualism and Human 

Rights: Romanticism, the Enlightenment and the lessons from Mauritius, In Richard 

Wilson (ed.), Human Rights, Culture and Context: Anthropological Perspectives. 

Pluto Press (1997), p. 173.  
3  Immanuel Kant, ibid.    
4  The Doctrine of Humanitarian Intervention has not been accepted by International 

Community and matured to a level of an existing rule of International Law. But the 

existing practice in international affairs and states’ behavior towards the Doctrine 

speaks about its active maturing process as a rule of customary international law.  

For more: Ryan Goodman, Humanitarian Intervention and Pretexts for War, The 

American Journal of International Law, 2006, Vol. 100, p. 107.  
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This high level of individualism helps the states to drop from 

themselves the burden of trustee/guardian for every-day protection of 

human rights and act like “a night guardian”, because they have 

already developed the self-organizing system of human rights 

protection. And the core of that system is the individual, who knows 

when, how and what to use it to protect his/her rights and freedoms. 

By doing this, states transfer direct responsibility of every-day 

protector (like controlling, all-seeing eye) to an individual – an active 

citizen, and turn on the mechanisms in cases, when a particular 

individual applies to the state. 

All these processes leads to a situation, where the public 

authority, having educated a good generation of self-sufficient 

individuals capable for self-protection of their human rights/freedoms 

through the same domestic and international mechanisms, is being 

transformed from an active trustee and guardian to a passive 

supervisor with less social/state control over the same individuals. 

It is not good or bad, it is a reality of current social 

transformations, or our perception of what we call as such, which 

must be taken into account while considering personal reality in 

them. 

Again, not going in deep of every part of the mentioned ideas 

and trying to make inductive inferences of what we call the empiric 

practice of personal reality, we can define some synergy algorithms: 

 More human rights/freedom - more individualism 

 More individualism – less social/state responsibilities 

 Less social/state responsibilities – less social/state control  

 

Results: MORE HUMAN RIGHTS/FREEDOM – LESS 

SOCIAL/STATE CONTROL   

This means that with every step of human rights’ development 

we have less social/state control over it.  
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B. MEETING OF THE PARALLEL REALITIES 

 

Taking into account the abovementioned two realities – social 

and personal, we will need to consider them in the same boat floating 

on the waves of time with all their complex interconnectivity and 

synergy effects. This will help us to make clear the new possible 

paths of modern law and its role in current social dynamics, as well 

as in the new perception of statehood.   

For this objective, I have defined two possible options of what 

will happen when the meeting of two abovementioned - personal and 

social parallel realities occur.   

 

I. Option 1. LINER DYNAMICS  

Rule: the Law on the Negation of the Negation 

Moto: Security above all.  

When rising social uncertainty meets declining social/state 

control, current social organization demolishes, social chaos emerges, 

bringing to a need for a new social order. 

Rising Social Uncertainty + Declining Social / State Control = 

Social Chaos (a need for a new social order) 

In this option, public authorities see the danger of social chaos 

and apply the rule of the negation of the negation. By doing this, they 

start to fight against the rising social uncertainty and declining 

social/state control.  

However, how can they have an effective fight if they fight only 

against the consequences? So, having a superior objective on their 

way – security above all, they start to eliminate the causes of social 

uncertainty and declining social/state control.     

Apparently, they face the dilemma: in order to refrain from the 

social chaos they must refuse from the initial objectives that they had  

the beginning of the social transformation.  

Moreover, in the case of linear dynamics, where the 
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perceptional reality is not controlled and can be realized by a large 

part of a society, the public authorities choose the elimination of the 

initial objectives – Human Rights/Freedoms, Information/Open 

Society, and turn to the superior objective – Security.  

The fall of the initial Objectives:  

 No Human Rights/Freedoms, No Information and Open 

Society - No Sustainable Development 

 

II. Option 2.  NON-LINER DYNAMICS 

Rule: the Unity and Conflicts of Opposites  

Moto: Feeling of the freedom is enough.   

When rising social uncertainty meets declining social/state 

control, new tools of social control emerge, which keep human 

rights/freedoms and the information/open society for a large part of 

the society, but - in a fiction form.  

Rising Social Uncertainty + Declining Social / State Control = 

Emergence of the New Tools for Social Control in the existence of 

Human Rights/Freedoms and Information/Open Society  

In the second option, public authorities realize the productive 

force of individualism and open/information society. They do not 

want to sacrifice them in order to reach security and get out of danger 

of social chaos.  

They choose the rule of the unity and conflicts of opposites and 

try to realize the complex interconnectivity of social-personal reality, 

the complexity of non-linear dynamics in acceleration phases, and the 

complexity that forms individual and communal perception of reality. 

This is not an easy task, but it brings its results, when the very 

small part of people that form the new social conciseness becomes 

the new elite with super social/political/legal power. And no matter 

who is in charge of high state offices.  

Who controls the perception of reality, controls everything in the 

society.    
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This option again drops the initial objectives but creates the 

fiction of their existence. For the large part of a society, it works. 

Moreover, the results, which can be deduced from a real open society 

with protected human rights and fundamental freedoms, are also seen 

in this option.    

 The fall of the initial Objectives:  

 The fiction of Human Rights/Freedoms, Fiction of 

Information/Open Society - Sustainable Development    

 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 

In practice, we can see the examples of the abovementioned 

cases.  

For example, Option 1 is chosen by Russia, Belorussia, Turkey, 

Middle East, Far East countries, etc.  

This is an easy way to get security. However, it is full of danger 

to go against sustainable development and to fix and close the society 

in an immobile state with no hope of active developments.     

Again, one does not need to evaluate the choice, whether it is 

good or bad, because the authorities that choose the option of liner 

dynamics sometimes have not any other choice, rather than lose their 

perception of what they call national or in some cases - imperial 

legacy.    

That is the price that they have to pay in order to reach the initial 

objectives. Some states have done so, the others – not.  
 

As for the Second Option, the price that public authorities pay 

for maintaining security, social order and for having sustainable 

development is the process of making human rights/freedoms and 

information/open society as a fiction. And no matter that there is no 

freedom. Feeling of the freedom is enough.     

This is not an easy task, because the same public authorities 

spend unlimited resources in realization and control of the 
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complexity of non-linear dynamics of the social-individual reality, 

creating new features of governance, new paths of law and new 

methods of influence upon the public and individual perception of 

what we call reality.      

The Western world with its economic/financial institutions 

developed democratic, social, political and legal culture, ongoing 

achievements in technology has taken this path of development 

trying to combine the security with the initial objectives of the social 

transformations.  

 

Which option is good or bad, it is hard to decide, as the choice 

between the Security (Social Order) without Human 

Rights/Freedoms (Open/Information Society) and the Security 

(Social Order) with the Fiction of Human Rights/Freedoms 

(Open/Information Society) is a choice between two “evils”.    

One thing is obvious. This is another choice that differentiates 

the Western Legal Culture from that of Oriental.       

   


